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We first reduce existing equations for nonlinear thermoelectroelasticity to the case of large electric 
fields, small strains, and infinitesimal temperature variations. These equations are then specialized 
to the case of thin plates with completely electroded major surfaces, and it is shown that in this case 
the charge equation of electrostatics is satisfied trivially to the lowest order. An example is given to 
illustrate the effect of heat conduction on the response of a thin electroded plate subjected to time 

- harmonic voltages on the two major surfaces. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Piezoelectric materials in intelligent structures are often 

subjected to strong driving voltages. Based on his general 
formulation for nonlinear thermoelectroelasticity,’ Tiersten’ 
has recently derived a set of equations quadratic in electric 
fields that are suitable for studying deformations of piezo- 
electric materials subjected to strong driving voltages. He 
has also specialized these equations to fully electroded very 
thin plates.’ These equations are also used to derive a set of 
two-dimensional equations for piezoelectric plates subjected 
to strong driving voltages,3 and to analyze a composite elas- 
tic plate with piezoelectric actuators.4 

In Ref. 2, only the piezoelectric effect is considered. In a 
recent review article,’ Rao and Sunar have pointed out that 
the composite intelligent structures have different response 
characteristics at different temperature8 and the temperature 
variation in piezoelectric materials can noticeably affect the 
overall performance of the control system.7 Hence, thermal 
effects are important in the precision distributed sensing and 
control of intelligent structures. According to Rao and Suna? 
applications of thermopiezoelectricity theory to practical en- 
gineering problems in general, and to vibration control of 
flexible structures in particular, are very few in the 
literature.8-‘0 Also, the development of the thermopiezoelec- 
tric sensors/actuators is important for advanced intelligent 
structures. 

In this article, equations derived in Ref. 2 are general- 
ized to include thermal effects. The nonlinear constitutive 
relations for a thermopiezoelectric material linear in small 
strains and temperature variations, but quadratic in the rela- 
tively strong electric field, are obtained by retaining proper 
terms in the expansion of an energy density function. The 
complete set of the nonlinear thermopiezoelectric equations 
quadratic in electric fields are then specialized to the case of 
a thin thermopiezoelectric plate with fully electroded major 
surfaces. 

II. EQUATIONS FOR NONLINEAR 
THERMOPIEZOELECTRICITY 

Let the coordinates of a material particle with respect to 
a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system be X, in the ref- 

erence configuration and yi in the current configuration. The 
motion of the material point is described by yi=yi(X, ,t), 
where t is the time. Throughout this article, a repeated index 
implies summation over the range of the index, and a comma 
followed by M  (or i) implies partial differentiation with re- 
spect to X, (or yi). A dot above a quantity denotes its ma- 
terial time derivative. 

The equations governing the fmite deformations of a 
nonlinear thermopiezoelectric body are*,’ 

pO=PJ, KLj,L= SjMpOiiM 7 @L&=0, 

-QL,L=P’% -QLT,LW 

KLj=HLj+M,j 7 MLj=JXL,ieo(EiEj- iE&‘kaij), 

LB-‘= Eoz?L+g)L ) gL=JXL,iEi p 

(1) 
8X 

HLj= POYj,M - FL= -po Y.$ 8X 

=LM' L' 
?1=-z, 

J=dWi,d, EKL=G~,LY~,M-~LM), 

Ei= - 4,i 2 wL=Yi,LEi=-4,~r 

where p” and p are the mass densities in the reference and 
present configurations, KLj is the total Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor, & is a translation operator which serves to translate 
a vector from the present to the reference configuration and 
vice versa and is required for notational consistency and clar- 
ity because of the use of upper- and lower-case indices, re- 
spectively, to refer to the reference and present positions of a 
material point, ulii is the mechanical displacement vector, gL 
the reference electric displacement, QL the reference heat 
flux vector, T the absolute temperature, 71 the entropy per 
unit mass, ea the electric permittivity of free space in mks 
units, Ei the electric field, Sij the Kronecker delta, Em the 
material strain tensor, and 4 the electric potential. Equations 
in the first line of (1) represent the conservation of mass, the 
balance of linear momentum, and the electric charge equa- 
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tion. Equations in the second line, i.e., the heat equation and 
the entropy inequality are consequences of the first and sec- 
ond laws of thermodynamics. Equations in the fifth and sixth 
lines of (1) are the constitutive relations which are deter- 
mined by the specification of two functions x and QK and the 
form of QK is restricted by the entropy inequality. 

The boundary conditions at the material surface in the 
reference configuration with unit exterior normal NL involve 
the specification of either uM or NLKLj , 4 or NLsL, and T 
or NLQL . 

The purpose of this work is to derive a set of equations 
for the case of small strain infinitesimal temperature varia- 
tions, and strong electric fields. The only nonlinear terms to 
be kept are those quadratic in the electric field, as in Ref. 2. 
For this purpose, the scalar function x may be expanded with 
respect to the reference state of zero strain, zero electric field, 
and uniform reference temperature To: 

- $p°C( T- To)‘-eABCWAEBC 

-~ABEAB(T-To)-PAWA(T-TO) 

- +bABcDWAW&cD- ~Y~BWAWB(T 

- TO) - ~XABCWA WBWC T (2) 

where the material constants cABCD, eABc, ha, b,,,, , and 
hBc are called the elastic, piezoelectric, second-order elec- 
tric permeability, electrostrictive, and third-order electric per- 
meability, respectively. aAB and PA are the thermoelastic and 
pyroelectric constants, respectively. C is the specific heat, 
and yAB are nonlinear pyroelectric constants. In Eq. (2) we 
have assumed that the body is stress free in the reference 
configuration and have accordingly excluded the term linear 
in EA, on the right-hand side. The material constants satisfy 
SpllTlc3try l%htiOIlS, e.g., CABCD=CCDAB=CBACD=CABDC. 

Equation (2) results in the following constitutive rela- 
tions: 

dP0X 
HLj=Yj,M -= dELM Yj,M(CLMCDECD-eALMWA-ffL.d 

- hx.wWAb) 7 

+~LBcDWBECD+YLBWB~~ (3) 

JPOX 
POT=- &,- -=a;iBEAB+pAwA+poce 

where we have set the temperature variation T - To = 8. We 
note that in Eq. (3)2 there are two terms involving the prod- 
uct of W, and EC,, and the product of WB and 0. Since a 
theory quadratic in electric field variables is desired, we drop 
these two terms and obtain 

We note that although Eq. (3) has some unneeded terms 
for the present purpose, it has the advantage of being derived 
from an energy density function x. The removal of the un- 
needed terms results in the simpler form Eq. (4), which 
serves the present purpose well but does not admit a scalar 
generating function. The existence of an energy density or 
generating function is important in variational and related 
numerical methods. 

The simplest form of the function QK which satisfies the 
entropy inequality is’ 

QK(T,M;ELM;WL;T)=-KKN(ELM;WL;T)T,N, (5) 

where KKN is positive definite, however KKN may still depend 
on E, , WL , and T. Since we are keeping only those non- 
linear terms that are quadratic in the electric field, henceforth 
we assume that KKN does not depend on E, , WL , and T. 
Hence 

QK(T,M ;ELM;WD;T)= -KKN(O;O;TO)~,N, (6) 

where the constant matrix K~ is positive definite. 
Equations (4) and (6) are the constitutive relations we 

need to consider, which are quadratic in the electric field 
variables and satisfy the entropy inequality. 

Ill. SMALL STRAINS AND TEMPERATURE 
VARIATIONS, AND QUADRATIC ELECTRIC FIELDS 

We now reduce the general thermopiezoelectric equa- 
tions given in the previous section to the special case of 
infinitesimal strains and temperature variations, and qua- 
dratic electric fields. In making the reduction, powers of uM, 
0, and their gradients higher than the first are dropped in all 
expressions, and even the linear terms themselves are 
dropped in comparison with any finite quantity, such as the 
Kronecker delta and 1, in the usual manner. In this way we 
obtain’ 

ELM-'SLM=~(UL,M+UM,L), (7) 

where the symbol + implies replaced by. Thus the constitu- 
tive relations in Eq. (4) simplify to 

HLj=~jM(~LMCDSCD-eALMWA-~LMe 

-1. 
2bABLMWAWBk 

pL=eLBCSBC+xLBWB+PLe+hLBCWBWC7 

P"~=ffABSABf~AWA+PoC~+~~ABWAWB~ 
03) 

QK=-KKN6.N. 

With Eq. (7) and the relevant equations in Eq. (1) we 
have 

M,j= &,,fEO(w w -‘w w 8 ) L M  2 K KLMr 
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X3 

fl Electrodes 

FIG. 1. A fully electroded thin thmopiezoelectric plate. 

The substitution of Eqs. (8) and (9) into the relevant 
equations in Eq. (1) yields 

KL~= 6jMTLM 9 

TLM=CLMABSAB-eALMWA- ~LMO- $ABLMWAWB, 
A 
~ABLM=~ABLM-~Eo(SLA~MB-~~AB~LM), 

9L=eLBCSBCfELAwA+PLe+hABLWAWB, 

cLA = EO sLA + XLA * 

(10) 

Substitution of Eq. (lo), into the stress equations of mo- 
tion in Eq. (1) gives 

TLM,L = p”iiM. (11) 
Within our approximation, we can also write 

In summary, we have obtained 

T LM,L = poiiM > aL,L=o, -Q,,,=ToP~+, 

TLM=CLMABSAB-eALMwA-aLMe- 8ABLMWAWB, 

Lq= eLBCsBC+ %AwA +pL 8-t- +xABLwAwB , 

P”~=aABSABfPAWA+poCef)YABWAWB, 
(13) 

QL=-KLMe,M, 

SLM= &L,M+UM,L), wL= -d,L, 

which is the desired theory for small strains and temperature 
variations, and strong electric fields. We note that Eq. (13) 
reduces to the nonlinear theory of piezoelectricity quadratic 
in electric fields given in Ref. 2, and the linear theory of 
thermopiezoelectricity given in Ref. 11. The substitution of 
Eq. (13)am6 into Eq. (13), yields five equations for the five 
UIIkIIOWnS uy , i$, and 8. 

IV. EXTENSIONAL EQUATIONS FOR THIN PLATES 
WITH ELECTRODED SURFACES 

We now consider a thin plate with fully electroded major 
surfaces such as that shown in Fig. 1, which also depicts the 
coordinate system used to study deformations of the plate. 
The major surfaces of the plate are assumed to be traction 
free and thermally insulated. Since we consider infinitesimal 
strains, we dispense with the no longer necessary convention 
that capital indices refer to the reference coordinates and 
lower-case indices refer to the present coordinates of mate- 
rial points, and use lower-case indices exclusively to refer 
quantities to the reference coordinates of material points. In 

addition, for convenience and because it is conventional to 
do so, we introduce the usual compressed notation for tensor 
indices for stress and strain in the constitutive relations, in 
which p, q, r, and s take values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 as ij or kl 
take values 11, 22, 33, 23 or 32, 31 or 13, 12 or 21. In the 
compressed notation, constitutive relations (13),-s become 

T,=c,,S,-e#k- aptI- @kjpE&j, 

Dt=el,S,+ ElkEk+Ple+ !iXkjlEkEj, 

P”‘?7= Cr,s,~p&k~p”ce+ $ykjEkEj, (14) 

QI= - Klke,k, 

where we have taken the liberty of writing D, for sL and E, 
for WL since the distinction between them is lost when the 
assumption of infinitesimal strains is employed. 

It is common to assume that the electroded top and bot- 
tom surfaces are thermally insulated. Therefore, the heat flux 
Qs on the electroded surfaces vanishes and since the plate is 
very thin, we may assume that Qs=O throughout the plate. 
From the third equation of Eq. (14& we obtain 

123=-K3le,l-K32e,2-K33e,3=0, (15) 
with which the first two equations of Eq. (14), can be written 
as 

Q,=-K:&,, 

K& = Kll- K13Kn lK33 9 (16) 

‘&=KIz-KI~K~~/K~~~ 42=K22- K23K23 lK33 7 

where a, b, c, and d take values 1 and 2 only. The heat 
equation assumes the form 

- Q,,, = TOP’ il. (17) 
Similarly, since the tractions T,, on the electroded ma- 

jor surfaces vanish and the plate is very thin, we assume that 
the state of stress corresponds to that of plane stress and take 
T,,=O throughout the plate, and Tab= Tab(Xo ,t). Since 
T3,,,=0, ii, must be negligible, which is always the case for 
the extensional deformations of thin plates. Thus for exten- 
sional deformations of the thin plate, 

T ab,o = poiib * (18) 

With T3m=0, it is advantageous to obtain strain-stress 
relations.2 To this end we operate on Eq. (14)t with c&l = s,,, 
to obtain 

Sq=sqJp+dkqEk+ aie+ %jkqEjEk, (19) 

6, = ekpSpq 9 
T- 

aq - apspq 7 Pjkq= ijkpspq (20) 

and we note that d,, and 4 are well-known sets of material 
constantsr2 which are useful for plane stress type calcula- 
tions, and fijkq is as in Ref. 2. The substitution of Eq. (20) 
illtO Eq. (14),,, yields 

where 
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EL= Elkfelqdkq 9 
T T 

PI =pl+ elqaq P 
Xrkk,= Xjkl f e@jkq 7 (22) 

p°CT= pot + aqai) yjTk= Yjk+ aqfljkq 
and we note that &, p;, and CT are well-known material 
constants,12 dk[ is as in Ref. 2, and $k is new. 

Since T,, =O, the constitutive relations Eqs. (19) and 
(21) may be reduced to 

S,=s,,T,+ d&k+ aze+ $jkqEjEk, 
1 T 

D,=dl,T,+ $&k+de+ %jklEjEk, (23) 

p” v= a,TT, +plEk+ p°CTB+ $yjTkEjEk 3 

where u, u assume values 1, 2, 6, but not 3, 4, 5. 
Next, since the electric fields vanish in the conducting 

electrodes and the plate is thin, we may take E,=O through- 
out the plate.2 Then only E3 will appear in Eq. (23) and Pjkq , 
$kl, $k will assume p33q9 &, d3 which can be further 
compressed as 

P33q+P3q 7 XT3PXL f r:3- Y,’ (24) 

with which Eqs. (23) become 

S,=s,,T,+d3qE3+ ++ iP3qE:, 

D,=dl,T,+ &E3+p;B+ $x;~E;, (25) 

p”v= a~T,+p~E3+poCTB+ $yrEt. 

The first, second, and sixth of the unabbreviated Eq. 
(25)t are 

S,=s,,T,+d3,,E3+ a:@+ 3P3,,E$, (26) 

which can be solved to give 

T,=&SU-e&E33 af:0- $&E$ (27) 

where ce, is the inverse of the 3X3 matrix sUV, and 

e$, = dw%, , e=ci,af, 64,=c[,fi3u. (28) 

The substitution of Eq. (27) into Eq. (25)2,3 yields 

D,=e$,S,-!- t-f3E3+pfe+ &&E$ 

p” v= a$?,+p;E,+ p°C%9+ $$E;, (2% 

where 

4’3=e~-ddi,, pf=d-44, 
x%= XT,- 4,&k, 9 (30) 

p°Cp= p°CT- afaf , y$= g-a:&. 

Finally, in the present notation the electric charge equa- 
tion takes the form 

D[,[=O. (31) 
Since for the thin plate shown in Fig. 1, Dl vary slowly 

with respect to X, , we first write Eq. (31) in the form 

&,3+Da,a=O, (32) 

and then note that D,,, is of smaller order than D,,,. Hence, 
to the lowest order we have2 

D3,3=0, (33) 

which yields 

D3=D3(Xa ,t). (34) 

Furthermore, since for a state of plane-stress to the low- 
est order S, is independent of X3, and 8 in Eq. (29)t is 
independent of X3 to the lowest order,13 Eqs. (33) and (29)t 
imply that 

E3,3=0, (35) 

which yields 

E3 = - Vl2b, (36) 

where V is the applied voltage across the plate and 2b the 
plate thickness. 

In summary, we have 

T ab,a = poiib 7 -Qa,a= TOP’% 

Tu=cfvSU--e&E3- xtl- )&&, 

p”v= afS,+p$E3+poCP8+ ;y$E;, 
(37) 

Sab= &z,b+ub,,), E,= - VDb, 

D,=e$,S,+ &E3+p$0+ $&E$ 

which can be written as three equations for the three un- 
knowns u,(X, ,t) and 8(X, ,t). These equations generalize 
those given in Ref. 2, and can be used to model piezoelectric 
actuators with known V(t) in smart structures when heat 
effects need to be considered. We have also included the 
expression of D, in Eq. (37) which is needed when the thin 
plate is used as a sensor in which case V is unknown and D3 
is used to determine the surface charge density on the elec- 
trodes, then V can be computed through the capacitance of 
the thin plate. The indices in Eq. (37) take the following 
values: 

a,b,c,d= 1,2; u,v = 1,2,6. (38) 

V. EQUATIONS FOR A THIN CERAMIC PLATE 

For a ceramic plate poled in the X3 direction, we have” 

Sll s12 s13 0 0 0 
s12 Sll s13 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
(spq)= sr sr s; s44 o o Y (39) 

0 0 0 0 s44 0 

0 0 0 0 o s66 

where ~~~=2(stt-s~~), and 

(dk&= o o 
i 41 0 41 0 d33 0 

(40) 
0 0 0 

(pl>= KmP;~~ (40 
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wtth Kk[, &, and C& having the same structure as $. Hence Sll s12 s13 0 0 0 

(aqT)=(aT,aT,aT,O,O,O), (43) 
s12 s22 s13 0 0 0 

and we note that since Key= K~=O we have &, = K,b . (50) 
From Eq. (25), and the matrices given in the appendix of 

Ref. 14 we conclude that the only component of Pjkq needed 0 0 0 0 s55 0 
is &31=/3332 which is compressed as pa1 with its value de- 0 0 0 0 
termined in Ref. 2 from experimental data as 0.7949 pm2/V2 

0 S66 
and 

for PZT G-1195. 
With Eqs. (39)-(43) we have 

S,=sllT1+s12T2+d31E3+a~0+~~31E~, 

S2=s12T1+sllTz+d31E3+a~B+~~31E~, 

&=@-6, 

which can be inverted to give 

T1=~~lS1+~~2S2+e~lE3+a$‘8+ @&E$ 

T2=~f2S1+c1;1S2+e~1E3+~t?+$~1E~, 

Tcj=~cdcj, 

where 

c~~=s,~/A, cf2= -s12/A, A=&-s;~, 

~l=d31/(s11+s12), af=(cf,+cf,>af, 
~P1=P31~h*+~12). 

Substitution of Eq. (45) into Eq. (30) gives 

p$=p$‘- 2414, p°Cp=poCT--2afa;, 

$= yc- 2arQ,, 

dj3= e~3-2d31e&, ti3=x~3-%l~P1~ 

which yields 

p”~=a$(S1+S2)+p~E3+poCp0+~~E;, 

D3=e’;l(S1+S2)+ef3E3+p~B+&y$3E~. 

(51) 

(44 
d33 0 0 0 

(Pi) = (O?O?P3T), (52) 

(53) 

(45) 

(46) 

with Kkl, $, and CI$ having the same structure as & Hence 

(aqT)=(ar,aZT,aT,O,O,O), (54) 
and SillCe K13= Kz=o, We have ,‘$b = K,b . 

From Eq. (25)t and the matrices given in the appendix of 
Ref. 14 the only components of Pjkq needed are P331 and 
P332 which are compressed as al and h2. 

With Eqs. (50)-(54) we have 

Sl=sllTl+s12T2+d31E3+a~~+ $331E$ 

S2=s12Tl+s2.T2+d32E3+a~B+ $32Ei, (55) 

S6=S66T6, 

(47) 

(48) 

which can be inverted to give 

Tl=c~lS,+c~2S2+e~lE3+af8+$~1E~, 

T,=c~~S~+C$~S~+~~~E~+ a$f3+ $<,E& 

T6=C66SS, 

where 

(56) 

(42) 

VI. EQUATIONS FOR A THIN PVDF PLATE 
For a thin plate of PVDF which is of class mm2, we 

have12 

Hence, for a ceramic plate poled in the X3 direction, Eq. 
(37) becomes 

T nb,a = poiib > -Qa,a=Top’il, 

T1=~~lS1+c~~S2+e~lE3+afe+$~1E~, 

T2=~~2S1+c~lS2+e~lE3+af8+~~~1E~, 

T6=c66&, 

p”~=a-f(S1+S2)+p~E3+poCp6)+)~E;, (49) 

QF-Kllb Q2=-Klle,29 

&b=h,b+Ub,a), E,=--VDb, 

D3=e<l(S,+S2)+e$3E3+p$8+&$3E$ 

cc1 =s22 IA, ~$~=sll/A, cf2= -s12/A, 

A=w22-$2, 

4 = &d31+ cP2d32, e$2=c<241+c$2d32t 

(57) 

Substitution of Eq. (56) into Eq. (30) gives 

p$=p~-414-d&, 

p°Cp= p°CT- 4aT- a$ag, 

y$= <- a~6$1 - a,‘@, , <3 = ec3 - d31e$l - d32e$2, (58) 

~$3 = x,’ - 4 I%- d&2 3 

which yield 
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p0~=afS1+a&+p~E3+poCpB+ ;y$E$, 

D3=eljlSl+e~zSz+~3E3+p~9+~~~3E~. 

Hence, for a plate of PVDF, Eq. (37) becomes 

T ab,a= PO& 9 -Qa,a=To~‘ilr 

T,=cPlSl+cP2S2+eglE3+~;+~~~,Eg, 

T*=c~~S~+C~~S~+~P,E~+ Ly$B+ $$,Ei, 

T6=C66S6, 

p”v= +,+ c@,+p$E3+poCPB+ $sE;, 

Q~=-Klle,l, a=-Kzzez , ’ 

Sab= k,b+ Ub,a)r E3= - V/2b, 

D3=e$lS1+e~2Sz+e~3E3+p~8+~~3E~. 

VII. AN EXAMPLE 

the plate is assumed to be in one-dimensional extensional 

(59) motion with u,=O and d/&&=0. The ends X,= -1, 1 are 
traction free and are thermally insulated. The driving voltage 
V is assumed to be time harmonic with V= ceiU’, where v 
and o are known, real constants and only the real part of V is 
of physical interest. Then the relevant equations out of Eq. 
(49) and with the appropriate boundary conditions are 

T1,*=p04, -QI,I=ToP~~ -lCX,<l, 

T1=c~,ul,l+eg,E3+a~8+~~~1E~, -l<X,<l, 

(60) P0’17=d;ul,l+p~E3+poCpB+~~E~, -l<X,<l, 

Q1=-K11~,17 -l<X,<l, (61) 

cflul,l+afLpB= -e’;,E3-$$,E: at X,=-1,1, 

-Kl18,1=o at xl=-l,l, 

E3= - Ve’“‘J2b. 

Since in Eq. (61) the quadratic term Ei is prescribed, the 
As an example, we consider a ceramic plate poled in the 

X3 direction. The plate is finite in the X1 direction with 
-1 <X1 < 1, and infinite in the X2 direction. Like an actuator, 

problem is linear. The steady sate solution to Eq. (61) can be 
found with some algebra but no essential difficulties. The 
results are 

rrzkz sin(k$)sin(k,X,)- rrlkl sin(k,l)sin(k2X1) iot 
~IkI(c$‘,k,+~~&h(kIl)cos(kzl)- 2 2( 11 1 T k cp k +&‘mI)cos(kIl)sin(kzl) e 

+(cpf&)(x)z rJkq sin(k,l)sin(kyY1)- r3k3 sin(k31)sin(kJ1) 
2b m3k3(cfIk4+ afr~)sin(k31)cos(k41)- rqk4(cfIk3+ afv3)cos(k31)sin(k,I) e 

i2ot 
’ 

8(x, A = 0 - e :i ,“, imt+( $E$-e$l) 2 

rlv2k2 sin(k21)cos(k1X,) - rrlr2kI sin(k,l)cos(k2X1) 
’ v1kl(c$k2+ a$‘~&n(k,l)cos(k21)- r2k2(cfIkl+ ~ml)cos(k,l)sin(k21) 

eiot 

r3rbk4 sin(kJ)cos(k&1) - m3m4k3 sin(k31)cos(k&,) 
’ r3k3(cfIk4+ 4T4)sin(k31)cos(k,I)- m,k4(cfIk3+ mfm3)cos(k31)sin(k,I) e 

i2ot 
’ 

(62) 

where kT and kz are the two roots of the following equation 
for k2: 

(p”~2-c~1k2)(~Ilk2+TopoCPi~)+i~To(a$’k)2=0 
(63) 

and 

p”w2-cfIk; p”o2- cfIk; 
9T1= 

ctfkI ’ r2= afk2 ’ (64) 

Similarly, kz and ki are the two roots of the following 
equation for k2: 

(p04~2-c~Ik2)(KIIk2+TopoCPi2~)+i2~TO(afk)2=0 
(65) 
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and 

p04m2-c&k; p”4w2- cfIk; 
rr3= 

afk3 ’ 
7r4= 

a:k4 ’ (66) 

In Eqs. (63)-(66), k,- k4 and r1--r4 are all complex. 
Hence ur and 8 in Eq. (62) have both complex amplitudes 
and complex wave numbers k. The real part of Eq. (62) 
represents our physical process. It can be seen that V excites 
a motion symmetric about the center X,=0. The solution 
consists of two parts with frequencies eiWt and ei20t, respec- 
tively. 

The quadratic term Ei contributes to the part with eiaot 
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factor which does not exist in the results of the linear theory 
of thermopiezoelectricity. 

The part with the eiot factor is the result of the linear 
theory of thermopiezoelectricity. Comparing with the results 
of the linear theory of piezoelectricity, 

U1(xlJ)= 
e$,(VDb) 

C’il Jmo cos( ~p7&d, 

Xsin( J$ wX,)eiYt, 

etx, ,f) = 0, 
we see that the thermal effect alters not only the amplitude 
and wavenumber but also the phase of the motion, as is the 
case when damping enters the system. Here the damping is 
due to the irreversible heat conduction process. Because of 
the complex wavenumber, the X, dependence of the ther- 
mopiezoelectric solution will have both exponential and 
sinusoidal behavior. This is different from Eq. (67). 

WI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have derived a theory of thermopiezoelectricity for 
the case of large electric fields but small strains and small 
temperature variations. These equations are specialized to the 
case of thin plates with completely electroded major sur- 
faces. In this case the charge equation of electrostatics is 
satisfied trivially to the lowest order. The thin plate equations 
can be used to model piezoelectric actuators or sensors when 
thermal effects need to be considered. The specific forms of 

thin plate equations are given for piezoelectric materials PZT 
and PVDF. An analytical example shows that when quadratic 
electric field and thermal effect are considered, the qualita- 
tive behavior of the solution differs noticeably from the so- 
lution of linear piezoelectricity. 
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